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The automobile industry is experiencing massive change as a result of increased demand for electric and hybrid
cars that require batteries and the evolution of autonomous driving features that rely on connectivity. We
believe these structural shifts are enduring and offer potential opportunities for long-term oriented investors,
such as ourselves. However, investors will need to be discerning as both winners and losers will emerge.
Consider the first shift: The transition from internal combustion engines to electric vehicles (EVs) is being
driven by climate change-related regulations to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions and decrease air pollution.
It’s estimated that 23% of total CO2 emissions from fuel combustion are transportation related. Consumer
preferences should also contribute to the shift to EVs, given they are cheaper to fuel and maintain. The pace
of EV adoption will be influenced as well by the rate at which battery prices continue to decline—lithium-ion
battery prices have fallen roughly 80% since 2010 and are projected to fall a further 73% by 2030—in addition
to the reduction in battery recharging times and the nascent build-out of charging infrastructure in much of
the world. We’re still very much in the early innings of this transition, in our estimation. EVs accounted for only
1% of the global auto market in 2017, but EV sales are expected to grow at an annual rate of 33% through 2022.
Another shift is the degree to which cars are becoming increasingly connected. Approximately one in three
vehicles sold in 2015 already had some degree of connectivity. Bluetooth technology that enables hands-free
phone calls was one of the earliest examples of connectivity in the automobile. In the same way, infotainment
services for streaming navigation information, traffic information and music have become standard features.
Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), such as blind spot monitoring and surround-view cameras,
were more recent innovations. We see the growth in ADAS content in the car as part of the evolution
toward increasing levels of vehicle automation. Eventually, we expect mass adoption of fully autonomous or
self-driving vehicles, but we see this occurring over a longer timeframe than the shift toward EVs.
The next-generation automobile is one of the more prominent themes in which we are invested. As with
other themes, we try to identify businesses that will serve as high value-added bottlenecks in their industries.
We choose to avoid parts of the industry value chain that we believe will be commoditized or highly capital
intensive, such as battery suppliers. Instead, we are more focused on the increased semiconductor content
of the car and, in particular, the role of next-generation power semiconductors technologies. Handling tasks
such as fast charging or controlling electric current to the main motor, these devices are critical in enabling
appropriate standards of safety, durability, power and range for the car.
Not only is the number of power semiconductors within a car structurally increasing, but the underlying material
science is also shifting. Traditional silicon-based semiconductors are reaching their physical limitations in
terms of ability to efficiently handle high voltages. Instead, compound semiconductor materials such as silicon
carbide (SiC) are becoming crucial. SiC, one of the hardest materials on the planet, enables semiconductors to
operate efficiently across a much wider range of voltages and temperatures, meaningfully extending battery
efficiency while reducing the system’s weight.
Only a handful of companies have the intellectual property and process know-how to manufacture the
silicon carbide wafers from which the next generation of power semiconductors are produced. Rohm, a
Japanese company, is where we first identified the critical role of silicon carbide-based power semiconductor
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technology. Our approach to idea generation is to triangulate—geographically and within industry value chains. In analyzing the competitive landscape
across geographies, we also got to know Cree, a US-based company. We believe the substantial lead Rohm and Cree have within the SiC industry
positions them well to benefit from the secular trend toward EVs.
Next, we thought further about the broad adoption of these compound semiconductors and what it would mean for the industry. That analysis led us
to a German company called Aixtron that has a dominant market position in making metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) equipment
critical in manufacturing of compound semiconductors. We believe Aixtron will benefit tremendously as we see an explosion of growth in the number
of use cases for compound semiconductors.
Additionally, we looked at the increased software content in the future automobile—in particular, the security aspects of automotive software.
Connectivity, which is a prerequisite for autonomous driving, introduces the threat of cyberattacks. We have a position in a company called BlackBerry,
which is commonly known for its legacy in telephone handsets. At the direction of a new CEO, the company applied the underlying IP that made these
handsets so secure to other end-market applications. Specifically, BlackBerry has a software business called QNX that is a world-leading operating
system with the necessary security features for a connected car. QNX is being used in ~120 million cars today and has a significant opportunity to
increase its content sold per car. Although this space is competitive, BlackBerry has a lead in the race for the operating system of the connected car.
In conclusion, the automobile is undergoing a fundamental re-architecture where it is becoming electrified, connected and, in the long-run, autonomous.
As these structural shifts play out, we anticipate significant change in the relationships between auto manufacturers and suppliers as well as in the
economics of the distribution chains. Therefore, we believe it’s critical to understand how value will accrue to select parts of the industry. Those suppliers
providing the most critical parts and differentiated solutions should be the biggest beneficiaries, in our view. Like smartphones, we believe the future
automobile will be a software- and semiconductor-defined product.
Exhibit: Potential winners of the next-generation automobile
Key Product(s)

Description and Investment Thesis

Rohm

Power semiconductors	Rohm is a Japan-based semiconductor company that has specialized knowledge in making silicon carbide-based
power semiconductors. Additionally, Rohm is one of the few companies that can make the silicon carbide wafers
needed for the chips.

Cree

Power semiconductors	Cree’s Wolfspeed semiconductor business specializes in producing semiconductors from silicon carbide, which
exhibits greater physical capabilities, and is superior to silicon when it comes to power management in batteries.

Aixtron

Compound semiconductor
manufacturing equipment
		
		
Blackberry

Aixtron is the global leader in MOCVD machines, which enable a critical step in the manufacturing process for
compound semiconductors. Today, an increasingly critical use case for MOCVD machines is enabling the
manufacturing of VCSELs (Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser) a key component in LiDAR systems, which will be
critical for assisted / autonomous driving.

Security software	
Blackberry’s QNX software platform—built around Blackberry’s highly-secure operating system—allows a
“connected car’s” software stack to be built in a highly containerized fashion and therefore meet the highest
safety standards.
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